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ABSTRACT

terminals requires that the current location (point of attachment) of
the mobile terminal be known in order for the network to route the
calls to the mobile terminal. The task of tracking the location of
mobile terminals is know as location management which involves
two operations: location update (or registration) and search (or paging). PCS standards such as IS-41 [3] and GSM use a location management scheme which is based on registration areas (RA). The
geographical area is divided into several registration areas, where
each registration area consists of several cells. The system tracks
a mobile terminal's registration area instead of its cell. Whenever
a mobile terminal crosses from one registration area to another it
informs its new location to the system. To setup a call to a mobile terminal, the system pages all the cells in the registration area
to find the current cell of the mobile terminal. A database called
location register (LR) is associated with each registration area to
keep information about the mobiles currently registered in that registration area. Both IS-41 and GSM standards use registration areas
along with a two level hierarchy of location registers. The hierarchy consists of home location registers (HLR) and visitor location
registers (VLR's). Location information of a mobile node is kept at
both its current location registrar, i.e. its VLR, and its permanent
home location registrar. This facilitates locating non-local mobiles
during call delivery: the home location registrar of the mobile unit
is contacted to find its current location.
Current trends in the usage of PCS networks show that the number of subscribers is expected to increase exponentially for next several years. At the same time, service providers are reducing the size
of a cell in order to provide better quality of wireless connections,
to keep the average number of users in a cell small, and to increase
the reuse of frequencies. These two trends combined imply a dramatic increase in registration operations in a network. One way to
reduce the number of registrations in a PCS system is by the use
of overlapping RAs [4]. Overlapping Registrations Areas, in which
there are sections where a mobile may choose from a set of RAs to
register with, is a means of making the servicing network able to
handle diverse user patterns. The choice of current RA has implication on the number of registrations a mobile may require in the
future. Since the network has the ability to make a selection out
of available choices, the problem of best choice, i.e. the choice that
minimizes overall number of registrations, is an interesting problem
to study. Minimizing the number of registrations done by each mobile in the system is beneficial for both the mobile and the location
management system.
Several schemes have been proposed for location management [1,
4, 5, 6, 2]. However, very little research has been done on the potentials of registration area overlapping. Ho and Akyildiz [4] pro-
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(i) the deterministic version, where the entire trajectory of the
mobile is known a-priori, and (ii) the stochastic version, where
the trajectory of the mobile is not known a-priori but the system has the knowledge of mobility pattern of the mobile. The
mobility pattern is modeled as a stochastic random walk across
regions. In the deterministic case the method presented computes an optimal solution to the registration problem. In the
stochastic case we present a method which determines the registration which minimizes the expected number of registrations
by looking ahead at the probable paths which may be traversed
by the mobile in future. The paper also proposes a preemptive
and a non-preemptive version of the stochastic method which incur different numbers of hard and soft registration operations.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Personal CommunicationServices (PCS) allow mobile users with
wireless terminals to receive calls (messages) irrespective of their
location. PCS networks have a cellular architecture: the geographical area is divided into cells with one base station (BS) per cell. The
mobile user's portable terminals communicate via wireless with
fixed radio ports in the base station. Delivering calls to the mobile
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posed a dynamic hierarchical location management scheme in the
IS-41 [3] paradigm, and introduced the concept of overlapping registration areas. Wang and Akyildiz [8] proposed a boundary Registration Area that overlaps on the boundaries of multi-tier systems,
and showed how it can be used to improve QoS (reduce call loss)
in such systems. Bejerano and Cidon[1] proposed an overlayed and
overlapping RA organization of the coverage area, the commtmication cost between two units is linearly bound by the geographical
(Euclidean) distance of their respective lowest-level Location Registers. A similar assumption is used in the last section in this paper.
The RAs of one level have twice the radius of the RAs of the level
below, which makes the system have a logarithmic number of layers
with respect to the size of the coverage area. The scheme has very
good average search and update time, but it has very bad worst-case
times. In [7] we extended the idea of overlapping RAs proposed
in [4] and introduced the concept of dynamically re-sizing RAs
which adapt to changes in call and mobility traffic. The scheme is
based on monitoring the aggregate mobility and call pattern of the
users during each reconfiguration period and adapting to mobility
and call pattern by either expanding or shrinking registration areas
at the end of each reconfiguration period. However, expanding a
registration area increases the cost of call delivery (location search
operation). Hence, the scheme in [7] tries to dynamically find the
optimal configuration where the difference between the gains due
to larger registration areas (reduction in update cost) and loss due
to the increase in location search cost is maximized.
In this paper we investigate the problem of finding the best (or
optimal) registration for a user in a cellular PCS environment with
overlapping Registration Areas (RAs). We study two versions of
the problem: (i) the deterministic version, where the entire trajectory of the mobile is known a-priori, and (ii) the stochastic version,
where the trajectory of the mobile is not known a-priori but the
system has the knowledge of mobility pattern of the mobile. The
mobility pattern is modeled as a stochastic random walk across regions. In the deterministic case the method presented computes an
optimal solution to the registration problem. In the deterministic
case, the problem of finding the optimal registration for a given
network and a given trajectory of the mobile can be formulated
as a shortest path problem. We present this formulation and some
properties of the solution. The solution for the deterministic case
is used to motivate the solution for the stochastic case which is a
much harder problem. The algorithm presented in the stochastic
case tries to make a good guess by taking into account the probabilities of each possible finite path that can be followed. In the
stochastic case we present a method which determines the registration which minimizes the metric expected number of minimum
registrations (Expct) by looking ahead at the probable paths which
may be traversed by the mobile in future. The paper also proposes a
preemptive and a non-preemptive version of the stochastic method
which incur different numbers of hard and soft registration operations.

2.

Ceils are clustered into Registration Areas, each of which has a
Location Register. RAs are assumed to overlap, which means that
any cell may belong to multiple RAs. In a system of overlapping
RAs, the coverage area of an RA is increased, compared to a nonoverlapping RA, which means that, depending on the actual move
pattern, the user may remain associated with an RA for a longer
duration. At the same time the average number of users in an RA
remains the same, as the total number of users doesn't change compared to a system with non-overlapping RAs. Also, overlapping
gives the ability to perform a registration while a user is not performing a hand-off (called soft registrations), thus not requiring a
time-critical registration (or hard registration) during an inter-RA
hand-off.
The registration areas are considered to cover a contiguous geographical area, which means that any mobile can move from any
cell of the registration area to any other cell of the registration by
traversing only through ceils that are clustered to the RA in question. Although the shape of the RAs is unrestricted, in our illustrations we depict them as circles. The number of RAs available in a
region is maintained by the system; every BS knows what registration areas are available in its cell. We will see that when a mobile
enters a region where new RAs are available and/or other RAs are
no longer available, the system may initiate a registration operation
for the mobile. Figure l a shows an example of the assumed model
in it's simplified version: RAs (dotted circles) overlap among themselves thus creating regions (intersections). In the next two sections,
communication cost within a registration area is considered to be
the same among all cells; in the last section, communication cost
within a registration area varies among cells.

3.

3.1

DETERMINISTIC OPTIMAL REGISTRATION PROBLEM
Problem description

Consider a mobile unit that traverses a coverage area like in Figure la. The mobile has to perform some registrations, since it
doesn't stay under one registration area. Every time the mobile
leaves a registration area, it has to register with another registration
area that is available in the region it is currently in. The mobile
starts at region "a" and ends in region "i". One possible registration
sequence would be (a,b,c) in R1 (i.e. mobile remains registered
with RA R1 during its trajectory through regions a, b, and c), then
(d,e,f) in R t , (g,h) in R2 and lastly (i) in R3. Another possible registration sequence is (a,b,c) in R1, (d,e,f,g) in R2, and (h,i) in R3.
Notice that the number of registrations (including the initial one) is
4 in the first example and 3 in the second example. Is there a better,
i.e. shorter, registration sequence than that? For the given example the shortest registration sequence that can exist is of length 3.
Notice that we are implicitly assuming that the mobile always stays
online. Otherwise, the mobile could turn off before exiting R1,
travel t o / / 3 and switch back on and register to Rs, thus yielding
a registration sequence of length 2. We do not, however, consider
this case in this paper.
In order to formalize the problem, we use the following definitions. A Service Area of a cellular network is given as a finite set
C of cells C = { e l , c 2 , . . . } . A Registration Area is a finite set R
of cells: R = {ca, c j , . . . } , R C C. Actually C is partitioned into
Registration Areas, such that O = UiP~. RAs are geographically
contiguous. We define the availability vector A(c) for a cell c as an

SYSTEM MODEL

The system model assumed in this paper consists of an abstract
cellular environment that follows the VLR/HLR paradigm: we assume a geographical area which is covered by a cellular network,
similar to the cellular technology of mobile telephony. Although in
real cellular networks there are parts of the geographical area which
are not covered, we assume that the entire area is completely covered by cells. Holes in the coverage area are usually called blind
spots; our network is assumed not to have any blind spots.
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Figure 1: (a) Example of the system model and a user traversing the regions formed by the overlapping RAs. (b) The graph G c that
is built based on the system model. The R1 - R5 are Registration Areas; a - i are the regions that are traversed by the user.

3.2

ordered set:

Algorithm M

The problem, as described above, can be translated into a shortest
path problem. First, we define the expanded form of a registration
sequence S = RIR2...P~n consistent to a path p = g i g 2 . . , gk as

A(c) S f {RI R • A(c) ~:~ c • R } .
For systems with non-overlapping RAs, IA(c)l = 1 for all cells e in
the system. When RAs overlap, VclA(c)l > 1. We define a region
g C C such that:

a registration sequence: E x p a n d ( S

=

R1R2...Rm)

def St

v
rtt

R1...RIR2...R2...P~

1. V(ci,cj) • g × g, A(ci) = A(c~) (basic property o f a r e gion), and

IS'(/)

• A(gO, i = 1 , 2 , . . . , k .

Similarly, we define the condensed form of an expanded form, which
is the registration sequence as first defined:

2. V(ci, cj) • g x ( C - g), A(ci) ¢ A ( c j ) (maximality property of a region).

Conde,,e

S =

. . hire..,

n2 . . .

%' S" __nl

2

";
m
S(i) • A(gl), i = 1, 2 , . . . , k. We will denote C o n d e n s e ( S ) as
S*. Note that for a condensed form there may be multiple expanded
forms, but the converse is not true. The utility of the expanded form
is that it shows exactly what RA the user is registered to in each region of the trajectory, the utility of the condensed form is that it
quickly shows the "length" of the registration sequence. In this
subsection we will show a way of finding a minimal registration
sequence in the expanded form.
The RA coverage layout is given as a graph G c ( V c , E c ) in
which vertices represent regions and edges denote adjacency between two regions. A graph for the example layout in Figure la is
given in Figure lb. We also define .,4 as an ordered set of availability vectors for a given trajectory T:

Based on the basic property of a region above, we can extend the
availability notion to a region as:
A(g) del A(c), for any c • g.
A user that moves in the coverage area of the network, the move
can be denoted as a sequence of regions p = g i g 2 . . , gk, assuming that the user's move starts in region gl and ends in region g~.
While the user moves from region to region, availability of RAs
changes. The user has to be registered to a Registration Area at all
times, which means that the user has to have an RA selected out of
the available RAs in the region. A user registers at most once per
region, that is, once the user selects an RA and registers, the user
doesn't re-register to another RA as long as it is in the same region.
The user may continue to be registered to the previously registered
RA, if the RA is available in the current region, thus no registration
action is performed, or may switch to a different RA among the
•available ones, in this case a registration action is performed. If the
user moves to a region where the last RA is not available, then the
user has to choose among the available ones and perform a registration action to the chosen RA. We formalize, the problem of finding
optimal registration under the above registration model as follows.
Consider that the region path p is partitioned into disjoint subpaths
p l , p 2 , . . . ,p,~, (Pi = gilgi2 ...gij), such that pip2 ...pro ----p.
We say that a registration sequence S = RIR2...tL~ is consistent
with path p / f f there exists a partitioning pip2 • .. p,,~ of path p such
that Vgi • pj R j • A(gi). Then, the deterministic optimal registration problem is: given a sequence of regions gig2 . . . gm and
their availability vectors A (gx ), A(g2), . . . , A (g,~), find a consistent registration sequence S of minimum length. Note that the optimal registration is the first registration in S.

def

T = ( g t , g 2 , . . . , g m ) ¢# A T = { A ( g l ) , n ( g 2 ) , . . . , A ( g , O }
For the example trajectory, Aabcdefghi = ( ( R1 ), (R1, R6), ( R1, R2,

R~), (R2, R6), (R2, Rs, R6), (R2, Ra, R~, P~), (R2, ha, Rs), (R2,
R3), (Ra)).
A user trajectory T is given as a sequence g i g 2 . . , gm of regions
which is a path (gl, g2, • • •, gin) in graph G c . Using A T w e build
a directed acyclic graph (dag) GM(VM,EM), in which a vertex
gi • VM denotes a pair (gi, r) such that r • A(gi), and a directed
edge e = ( ( g i , r i ) , ( g j , r j ) ) • E M i f f 3 k such that T ( k ) = gi
and T (k + 1) = gj. The graph GM has
• IVMI = E , ~

IA(g0[ vertices, and

• IEM[ < m × m a x 2 { A ( g l ) , A ( g 2 ) , . . . ,A(g,~)}) edges.
Edges exist between vertices that represent adjacent regions in the
path T. We name the vertex (initial region, initial RA) as source
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and the vertex (final region, final RA) as the sink. Conceptually,
the dag GM denotes the "states" of the mobile while traversing a
given route, with the edges denoting "registration" actions. Any
path from a source to the sink denotes a valid registration sequence
for the given trajectory. Edges are weighted; zero weight is assigned to an edge if the RAs in the two connected vertices are the
same, thus denoting no need for registration; a unit weight is assigned to an edge if the RAs in the two connected vertices are not
the same, thus denoting the need for a registration. The dag GM for
the example of Figure 1 is given in Figure 2. If the final region has
more than one RAs available, then we have multiple sinks; in such
case, we obtain a new dag G'M by augmenting GM with a "new"
sink vertex to which every sink vertex in GM is connected with a
0-edge (see Figure 2). An optimal solution is obtained by finding
a shortest path from the source to the sink in G'M and then taking the sequence of RAs that appear on the vertices of the shortest
path, ignoring the RAs of the source and the sink. For the example
path abcdefghi, a shortest path in the graph G'M (see Figure 2) is
((a, R1), (a, Rt), (b, R1), (e, R1), (d, R2), (e, R2), (f, R2),
(g, R2), (h, R2), (i, Ra)). The optimal registration sequence is
M(R1, T) = R1R1R1R2R2R2R2R2Ra with M* (R1, T) =
R1 R2 R3.
Algorithm M, as shown in Appendix A, takes an initial registration ro and a trajectory T = glg2.. • g,~. Based on the knowledge
of the availability set .AT, it builds the graph GM and finds an optimal path, which is an expanded form of a minimal registration
sequence. If there is no initial registration (i.e. if we want to decide
on the initial registration too), then the source vertex is (nuU, gl)
that is connected to the vertices (ri, gl), r~ • A(gl), of the graph
RA. In such case, the optimal path is denoted as M ( T ) . We can
view M ( T ) as a amnesic version of M(ro, T ) (i.e. the mobile forgets the RA with which it last registered).

In the case of ro • A(gl), algorithm M(ro, T ) is going to create
a source vertex (to,g1) and connect it to every vertex (r, gl) in
GM, r • A(gl), with a weight of 1 on each edge; Similarly, in
the case of no initial RA, algorithm M ( r o , T ) is going to create a
source vertex (ro, gl) and connect it to every vertex (r, gt) in GM,
r • A(gl), with a weight of 1 on each edge. Hence M ( r o , T ) =
M ( T ) , V r f~ A(gl).
The following property and lemma show~ the relation between
M (T) and M (r, T), T = g i g 2 . . , g,~ f o r r • A(g~ ).
PROPERTY 3. l f T = g i g 2 . . , gm then -qr • A(gl) such that
M(T) = M(r,T).
M ( T ) will always return a registration sequence S = rlr2...rm
where r l • A(gl). Therefore M ( T ) = M ( r l , T).
LEMMA 1. For any trajectory T = gogl...g,~:
¥r • A ( g o ) [ / * ( T ) I _< IU*(r,T)[ <_ I M * ( T ) I + I
(note that M* (T) d_e=fCondense(U(T)).)
PROOF. C the first inequality is trivial, as there cannot be a
shorter path than the shortest. For the second inequality, assume
that M ( T ) = S = r l r 2 . . , rm, without loss of generality. Then
we can construct a registration sequence S t = r x r 2 . . , rm, where
rx is any RA in A(go). Note that S t is consistent with T and
also that IS~[ _ [M*(T)[ + 1. M ( r ~ , T ) , being optimal, has
to be shorter or equal to S~ in the condensed form. Thus we have
IM*(r~,T)I < IS*l <_ IM*CT)I + 1. []

4.
4.1

PROPERTY 1. / f T = g l g z . . . g.,, a n d i f oL = m a x { ] A ( g l ) l ,
I A ( g m ) l } , then the complexity o f M ( T ) is O ( m a Z ) .

IA(g2)l,...,

STOCHASTIC OPTIMAL REGISTRATION
PROBLEM
Problem description

We saw in the previous section a way to compute an optimal registration sequence for a given user trajectory. In most real world
cases, the user's trajectory is not known precisely by the system. In
this case, an option is to make decisions on registrations about future moves by only knowing the user's mobility pattern. We assume
that the system has knowledge of the mobility pattern of the user;
the mobility pattern is represented as a random walk model, which
is a directed graph GR(Vn, ER) derived from G c ( V c , E c ) . Each
vertex in VR denotes regions; each edge not only denotes adjacency
between regions (as in G o ) they also denote transitions between
vertices (states of the random walk model). Therefore, edges are
weighted; an edge's weight is the transition probability from the
starting vertex to the ending vertex (that is, a transition probability
between the two corresponding states in the random walk model).
The sum of weights of outgoing edges on every vertex is 1.
An example random walk model is given in Figure 3. A service
area is divided into four registration areas R1, R2, R3, R4. The
RAs overlap with each other, thus yielding 10 regions. Based on
the layout of the regions, we create a graph with a vertex for each
intersection and an edge for each common border of any two regions. The transition probabilities for each direction of each edge
is shown on the same figure. Every move from a vertex gi to a
vertex g~ (with i, j • {1, ..., 10}), has a specific probability p i y =
w(gi,g~), where the weight function w is defined as w(u, v) =
Prob[user will move to region v I user is in region u]. For a path
T = gigjgk . . . in GR we denote its probability as the product of
the transition probabilities of the edges in the path T: Prob(T) =

If the user traverses through m regions, then constructing the
graph takes O(mt~ 2) steps. Solving the shortest path problem on
the graph GM takes O(mc~ 2) steps, since finding a shortest path in
a dag is linear to the number of edges.
There is a subtle difference between what M ( r , T), T = glg2..
...g,~, means for r ~ A(gl) and what it means for r • A(gl).
In the first case, every registration in M* (r, T) is required to be
performed. In the second case, M ( r , T ) may return a registration sequence S in which S(1) = r. This registration is a redundant registration because it doesn't have to be performed. This is
due to the fact that algorithm M returns a registration sequence
S = rtr2 .. • rm denoting that for each region gi in T the user "has
to be registered" (as opposed to "has to register") with RA r j in S.
Therefore, the notation [M* (r, T) I denotes the number of RAs that
appear in the sequence M* (r, T), including the redundant registration. If we want to know how many actual registration operations
have to be made then we need to ignore the redundant registration,
if it appears:
For T = g t g 2 . . . gin, if r • A ( g l ) then the actual number of reg
-istrations to be made is IM* (r, T)I - 1. In the M ( T ) case (no initial RA is given), there are no redundant registrations, similarly to
the case of r ~ A(gl). Actually, the next property gives an insight
into the equivalence of M ( T ) and M ( r , T ) for r ~ A(gt):
PROPERTY 2. For a given trajectory T = gig2 • • • gin, V ro
A(gl) M ( r o , T ) = M ( T ) .

w(g,, g~)w(g~, ~ ) ....
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Figure 3: An example graph Gn that represents the random walk model assumed for the prediction algorithms in the stochastic case.
We can see the 4 registration areas forming the 10 regions, each being a vertex in the random walk graph.
of every user path of length d starting at go into the probability that
the user will take that path:

Consider a user that is in region go in the mobility model and last
RA the user registered with is ro. Let's assume for the moment that
ro ~- A(go), therefore the user has to register to an RA in A(go).
We need to define a criterion for judging if a selection of an RA is
"bad" or "good". The best criterion is whether the selected RA is
part of an optimal registration sequence along the future path of the
user, that is, if we knew the future path of the user, we could calculate a shortest path and chose the registration of the optimal path
for the current state. Unfortunately, this metric cannot be used in
an algorithm, because it uses information from the future. A registration that is part of a future path's optimal registration sequence is
not necessarily part of any other future path's optimal registration
sequence, as there may exist paths with totally different optimal
registration sequences, and the user may follow any of the possible
future paths. On the other hand, if the user is going to follow a path
px with a probability a and an alternative pathpz with a probability
b < a, it is reasonable to favor a registration area that is part of
an optimal registration sequence for path pl over p2. All in all, we
need to make a selection of a registration area such that, based on
the probabilities of future paths, is part of a "short" (if not shortest)
registration sequence for the most probable future paths.
We define the expected minimum number of registrations for RA

Expct(CR,go,r,d)=

~

Prob(p)[M*(r,p)[

pET>(go,d)

where 79(go, d) is the set of all paths in G n of length d that start at
vertex go. The stochastic optimal registration problem is given

a mobility graph GR, a starting vertex go in Gn and a look-ahead
depth d, find an RA that yields minimal expected minimum number
of registrations as expressed by Expct( G R, go, r, d).

4.2

Algorithm z

In this section we will present an online algorithm that computes
the minimal Expct. We assume that we are given the last registration area and the current region. We are also given a mobility model
graph Gn. With this information we can find for what paths every
RA ri E A(go) is part of an optimal registration sequence. It is
logical that the RA that is part in the optimal registration sequences
of the most probable paths, then that RA would minimize Expct
(see next property). We define the following concept of optimality
grade for an RA r:

r with look-ahead depth d starting at region go under model GR as
the weighted sum of the lengths of the optimal registration sequence

def

T~

--

E

pe Q(r,go,d)
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Prob(p),

Q(r, go, d) def
=-- {p E 79(go,d) : IM'(P)I = IM'(r,p)l}. We compute 7 ~ for each ri E A(go) as follows: An initial value of 0 is
assigned to every RA's optimality grade; if ri is part of an optimal
registration sequence on a path T~, then the optimality grade T ~
is increased by the probability of T~ (basically we find if a path Tj
belongs to Q(r, go, d). At the end we choose the RA with maximal
T~.

A formal description of the algorithm is given in Appendix A
named Algorithm E. Algorithm E is a generalization of the "optimality grade method" that takes into account the RA the user last
registered to (known as "initial" RA); E takes 3 parameters, the
"initial" registration ro, a current region go and a depth value d.
For every path p E "P(go, d) and for each R A r E A(go) it tries to
find whether IM'(ro,P)l = IM*(r,p)l + 1, unless r = ro where
the test is IM*(ro,p)l = I M ' ( r , p ) l ; if the equality test is true,
then it increments R r by Prob(p). When it finishes all the path-RA
pairs, it chooses the RA with maximal optimality grade. If no initial
ro is given, then we denote the algorithm as E(go, d).

LEMMA 2. Ifr ~: A(go) then

Expct(aR,go, r,d) =

E

(Prob(p)lM*(p)l) + ( 1 - YZ,)

pEP(g,k)
PROPERTY 4. Algorithm E(go, d) finds the registration r with
minimal Expct( G R, go, r, d).

PROOF. C Expanding Expct( G R, go, r, d) we have:
Expct( G R , go, r, d) = Prob(pl )l M* (r, pl)l + Prob(p2 ) [M* (r, p2)[
+...

Algorithm E returns the R A r that maximizes R. For maximal ~ ,
according to lemma 2, Expct(GR, go, r, d) is minimized.

+ Prob(Pk)lM*(~,p~)l.

We group the terms erob(pi )IM* (r, P~)I into two groups, group (A)
which has all paths p~a) for which IM* (r, p~a)) I ---- IM* (P~a))l,
and group (B) which has all paths p~B) for which IM* (r, p~V))[

PROP~.RTY 5. lf a = maxg,{IA(gi)l }, and if the degree of the
mobility model graph G R is 6, Algorithm 17, takes O(d6da a) steps
to finish.

IM*(p~m)l:
Expct(GR, go, r, d)

It takes O(6 d) set unions to find all paths of length d. It tries to
find 6da optimal paths with O(da 2) steps to find an optimal path.
Therefore it takes O(d6da 3) to finish.
Two example executions of Algorithm E on the model of Figure 3
are given in Table 1 (a) for ro = Rz, k = 2, A(9) = {R1, R2, R4 },
and (b) for ro = R l , k = 2, A(9) = { R t , R 2 , R 4 } . Table la
shows the execution of the nested for loops of algorithms E for initial RA ro = R3, starting region go = 9 and depth 2 in the example
model of Figure 3. Outer loop is the second column and inner loop
is the third column. At each step, the pair (Ti, r j ) is taken and the
case of M*(ro,p) = IM*(r,p)[ + 1 is tested. At the end of the
execution we get T ~ n l = 0.24, 7~R2 = 0 . 6 3 , R R 4 = 0.41, so we
should register with R2. As a second example, we assume that the
user is at the same vertex 9, but this time it is registered with Rx,
d being 2 again. Table lb shows the execution of E. From the last
column, we get ~R1 = 1,~R2 = 0.48 and ~ n 4 = 1. Therefore,
this time it is a good move to stay registered with Rt. In a second
example, the user is again at vertex 9, but this time the vertex is
registered to R3. We notice that for r E A(g), algorithm E will
choose r.
The next property states that if a user is registered to an RA, it
will continue to be registered with the same RA as long as it is
available in the traversed regions:

=

Prob(p~a))lM* (r,p~A))l + . . . + Prob(p~))lM * (r, P ~ ) ) I )
+(Prob(p~m)lM*(r,p~m)l + . . . + Prob(p~B))lM*(r,p~))l)
For the group (A) it is true that IM*(r,p~n))l - IM'(p~n))l
and for group (B) it is true that IM* (r,p~B))[ = IM*(p~B))l+ 1
(see lemma 1):
Expct( G n, go, r, d)

=

(erob(p~a))lM*(p~a))l + . . . + Prob(p~))lM*(p~))l)
+(P,ob(p~m)(IM*(~,p~m)l + 1) + . . . + Prob(p~m)(IM* (p~))l

+1))
The above gives:
Expct(G R , go, r, d) =
Prob(p~A))lM*(p~A))l + . . . + Prob(p(mA))lM*(p(mA))l)
+Prob(p~m))lM'(p~B))l + . . . + Prob(p~))l M~ (p(B))l
+Prob(p~B) ) + . . . + Prob(p (B))

PROPERTY 6. If ro E A(go) then Algorithm E(ro, go,d)
chooses ro with 7"~o = 1.

which gives
Expct(GR,go,r,d)

Algorithm E is called to find if there are optimal registration sequence M ( r , T) for every r E A(yo). If to E A(go), then for every
trajectory p E P(go, d) algorithm E will find that IM* (to, T)I =
IM* (to, T)) l, thus yielding R ( r o ) = l .
Intuitively, it is not worth searching too deep: if the user's mobility shows a lot of variation from the model, then it is highly probable that the answer will be wrong; if the user's mobility shows little
variation, then a short look-ahead should suffice. A practical bound
to d would be a value d u such that there exists trajectory of length
d u such that there exists mo < d u A(T(mo)) N A ( T ( m o + 1)) =
0. Another value for d u would be a value for which there exists
trajectory T such that A(T(1)) n A ( T ( d u ) ) = 0. In such case, any
choice that is made at T(1) is not going to change. Another value
for d u would be a value for which there exists trajectory T such

=

Prob(pl)lM* (~1)1 + Prob(p2 )l M* (P2 )l . . . + Prob(Pd)lM* O~d)l)

+rrob(p~~)) +... + erob(p~~))
Note that Prob(p~ B)) + . . . + Prob(p (B)) is the sum of probabilities of the paths for which there is no optimal registration sequence
containing RA r as the first RA. This sum is 1 - T~r, therefore we
have:
Expct(GR,go,r,d) =

E
(Pr°b(p)IM*(p)I) + ( 1 - 7~,)
pE~(g,d)

[]
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Table 1: Two example executions of Algorithm E on model of Figure 3: (a) ro
2, A(9) = {Rt, R2, R4}.
Step
1
2
3
4
5

Ti

rj

9,10,4

R1
R2
R4
gt
R2

9,10,6

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

9,10,9

ro .M (rj , Ti )

R3.R2 R2 R2
R3.R2R2R2

Rs.ReR2R2

Ra.R4R4R4

R3.R1R4R4
R3.ReR2R4

R3.R4R4R4

R4

R3.R4R4R4

R1
R2
R4

R3.R2R2R2
R3.R2R2R2
R3.R2 R2 R2

RI

R3.R4R4R4

R2

R3 .R,4R4 R,4

R4

R3.R4R4R4

-~1

R3.RIRIR1

R2
R4

R3.R1R1R1
R3.R1R1R1

9,8,9

R1

R3.RIRIR1

9,2,1

R2
R4
R1

R3.R1R1R1
Ra.RIRIRt
R3.R1R1R1

R2
R4

R3.RIR1 R1
R3.R1 RIR1

9,8,7

9,8,1

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

ro.M(ro,Ti)
R3.R2ReR2

R3.RIR2R2
R3.R4 ~ R2

R3.R4R4P~
R3.R1 R2 R2

R3.R2ReR2
R3.R4R4R4
R3.RI R4R4
R3.ReR4R4
R3.R4R4R4
R3.R1R1R1
R3.R2RIR1

Rz.R4R1R1
R3.R1RIR1
R3.R2 Rt R1

R3.R4R4R4
R3.R1R1R1
R3.ReRIR1
R3.R4R1R1
R3.RIR1R2
R3.R2R2R2

9,2,3

R1

Ra.ReReR2
R3.R2 R2 R2
R3.R2 R2 R2

R3.R4 R2 Re

9,2,9

R2
R4
R1
R2
R4

R3.RI R1R1
R3.RtR1R1

R3.R1RI R1
R3.ReR2R2

= R 3 , k = 2,

rj accepted?
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
no
yes

yes
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes

A(9) = {Rt, Re, R4 } (b) ro

Prob(T/) 7~.
0.30

7~R~ = 0.30

0.24

7~R4 = 0.24

0.06
0.06

7~R2 = 0.36
7~R4 = 0.30

0.06
0.01

7~R4 = 0.36
7~R1 -----0.01

0.05

7ZR1 = 0.06

0.05
0.03

7~R,~= 0.41
7ZR1 -----0.09

0.12

7~R2 = 0.48

0.15
0.15

7~R1 = 0.24
T~R~ = 0.63

Prob(Ti)
0.30
0.30

7~R1 = 0.30
7~R2 = 0.30

(a)
Step
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Ti

rj

ro.M(ro,Ti)

ro.M(rj,Ti)

9,10,4

R1
R2

R1.R2 R2R2
R1 .R2R2R2

R1.RIR2R2
R1 .R2R2R2

rj accepted?
yes
yes

9,10,6

R1

R1 .R4R4R4

Rt .R4R4R4

yes

0.24

7~R1 = 0.54

R4
R1
R2
R4
R1

R1.R4R4R4
R1 .R2R2R2
R1 .R2R2R2
R1 .R2ReR2
R1.R4R4R4

RI .R4R4R4
R1.RI R2R2
Rt .ReR2R2
R1.R4R4R4
R1.R1R4R4

yes

0.24

yes

0.06

yes
yes
yes

0.06
0.06
0.04

7ZR4 =
7~R1 =
7~R2 =
7~R4 =
7~/ih =

R4
Rt
R2

R1.R4R4R4

RI .R4R4R4

R1.R1RIR1

R1.R1R1R1

0.06
0.01

7~/t4 = 0.34
7~RI = 0.65

R1.R1 R1 R1

R1.R2 R1 R1

R4

R1.R1R1R1

R1.R4RIR1

R1

R1.R1 R1 R1

Rt.R1 R1 R1

0.05

~'RI = 0.70

R2
R4

R1.RIR1R1
R1.RI RI R1
R1.R1R1R1
R1.RIRIR1

R1.R2R1R1
R1.R4RI R1
R1.R1R1Rt
R1.R2R1R1

0.03

7~RI = 0.73

0.12
0.12

7"¢-RI = 0.85
7Z_~2 = 0.48

0.15

T~.R1 = 1.00

9,10,9

9,8,7

9,8,1

9,8,9

9,2,1

R4

R1.R1 R1 R1

R1 .R4 R1 R1

R1

R1.R2R2R2

Rt.R1R1R2

R2

R1.ReR2R2

R1.R2ReR2

R4
Rx

R1 .ReR2R2
R1.RI RI R1

R1 .R4ReR2
Rt.R1R1R1

yes
yes
no
no
yes
no
no
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no
yes

R4

R1.RxR1R1

RI.R4RIRx

no

R1

R2
9,2,3

9,2,9

(b)
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0.24
0.60
0.36
0.30
0.64

= R1, k =
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that hard are time-critical: under a hard registration the user is moving into a cell not serviced by the current RA, and a registration,
including resource allocation, has to be performed with real-time
constraints. A soft registration doesn't have such real-time constraints, the resource allocation and the registration generally can
be easily done before the user exits the current region.
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5.

Figure 4: An enhancement of the original random walk model
GR: every vertex in the graph is representing a (previous region, current region) pair. This model captures the property of

direction of movement.
that there exists m o < d M J A ( T ( m o ) ) l = 1. On the other hand,
we need d to be at least as big as the number of regions in any RA.
Nevertheless, the real bound to d is how much time there is available to run the algorithm. Execution time increases exponentially
with respect to d, so d can't be large.

4.3

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a way to minimize the number of registrations
that have to be performed for a mobile user. We formulated and
proposed solutions for two versions of the problem: deterministic
and stochastic. The solution for the deterministic version involves
constructing a weighted directed acyclic graph (dag) and finding a
shortest path in the dag. We have used the solution of the deterministic case to find a "good" registration for the stochastic version. Recently, Wu et al. have presented a mobility management
scheme that is based on mobile's moving behavior [9]. It is observed that many mobile users have a very predictable moving behavior i.e. given a time of the day and location of the user, the
system can very accurately predict based on the past history the
destination of the user and his/her prefered route. Based on this
knowledge about user's mobility behavior, the deterministic and
stochastic techniques presented in this paper can be used to optimize the number of registrations.
The goodness metric which we have uses is the expected number of minimum registrations. We have proved the optimal of the
stochastic algorithm under this metric. Further, we have proposed
two versions of the stochastic solution: pre-emptive and non-preemptive.
These versions differ in the number of hard and soft registrations
which are needed. Future work will involve developing optimal solutions for stochastic case under different metrics. And experimentally studying the difference in pre-emptive and non-preemptive
versions under different cost models for hard and soft registrations.
The quality of the output of algorithm E highly depends on the
detail of the input model GR. The more detailed the model is, the
better the solution of the algorithm E will be. For example, the
random model, as shown in Figure 3 doesn't capture an important property of the users mobility: direction. In order to make
the model capture direction, we need to refine it. Figure 4 shows
an example mobility model inspired from the model in Figure 3.
Every region is mapped to as many vertices as the neighboring
regions, thus each vertex implying a (previous region, current region) pair. we can divide a region into smaller parts (zones), so that
the model can capture more details about the location of the user
(see Figure 5). The subdivision of regions can help the model capture a user's proximity to another region. As a drawback, the size
of the graph increases dramatically. This suggests a trade-off between level of detail in the random walk model (accuracy of the
algorithm's result) versus the running time of the algorithm and
overhead imposed for maintaining the mobility model. A future
work would involve the study of the algorithm under different or
more detailed mobility models. There can be other reasons to chose
an available registration such as for balancing load across different
RAs. We also plan to investigate these different policies in future.

Soft and Hard Registrations

Based on Property 6 we define two approaches to the problem:
the preemptive ( E ( g o , d)), which may make registration prior to
the user moving out of the servicing RA, in view of a certain trajectory of the user; and the non-preemptive ( E ( r o , 9o, d)), which
doesn't let the user register to a new RA unless the user moves
into an region where the RA is not available. The non-preemptive
always saves registrations (see lemma 3). We understand that all
the registrations of the non-preemptive approach are hard; under a
hard registration, the user is exiting the servicing RA and a registration has to be performed immediately. Based on the Property 6,
we don't have to run the non-preemptive scheme upon each change
of a region, we only run Algorithm E when the last registered RA
is no longer available. On the other hand, the preemptive scheme
requires that algorithm E is run every time the user enters a new
.region. The preemptive approach has the ability to make soft registrations. Actually, when it is right about the prediction, transforms
a hard registration to a soft registration; if it is wrong, then it pays
with an extra hard registration.
The following lemma shows that the preemptive produces at least
as many total registrations as the non-preemptive scheme:
LEMMA 3. Given a user path, the preemptive scheme will produce at least as many registrations as the non-preemptive scheme
f o r the same look-ahead depth.
PROOF. C The output o f the non-preemptive scheme is a sequence S N = X l Xz • •, x,~. Due to the non-preemptive nature o f the
~algorithm, the sequence is o f the type s N = a l a 2 . . . an~ bn~ + l bn~ +2
. . . b,~b . . . . where a subsequence a l a2 . . . a n , is o f length na o f the
same character a ( R A i d ) . The output o f the preemptive scheme is
i SA : yly2Y3 • • • yn: We claim that at locations 1, na + 1, n b +
2, . . . both sequences have the same character, that is x l = Y l ,
x n , + l = y,~,+l. This is easy to understand, based on the Property 2 o f Algorithm M , when we realize that at those locations the
non-preemptive scheme acts like preemptive.
[]
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Under a cost model where the optional registrations cost less than
the hard ones, the preemptive approach can be more efficient, depending on the predictability of the user's movement. A justification for assigning different costs on hard and soft registrations is
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Figure 5: A n enhancement of the original r a n d o m w a l k model
Gn: every region is divided into zones, thus giving a more detailed model of the user's mobility.

(assume the knowledge of,AT, which if it is indexed by
a region g gives an array of all the RAs available in that region,
and if it is indexed by a region g and a number i G A(g),
gives the i rhRA available in that region. W(e) is the weight of edge e)

6.

(construct a graph G M, every vertex is essentially a pair (RA, region))
vertex s, t ; RA u, v ; region r, g, h ;string z ; integer i ;
EM := 0; s := (ro, null); VM := {s};
for r := A(T(1), 1)toA(T(1), IA(T(1))I) do
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begin
V M : = V M U (r,T(1)); E := E U {(s, (r,T(1))};
if (ro = r) then W ( s , (r, T(1))) := 0;
else W ( s , (r,T(1))) := 1; endif

end

for/:= 1 to IT] - 1do

begin
g := T(i); h := T(i q- 1) ;
for u := A(g, 1) to A(g, IA(g)l) do
begin
if (i > 1) then VM := VM U {(u, g)}; endif
for v := A(h, 1) to a(h, IA(h)l) do
begin

vM := vM u {(v, h)};
E : = E U {((u,g),(v,h))};
if (u = v) then W((u, g), (v, h)) := 0;
else W ( (u, g ) , (v , h ) ) := 1; endif
end
end
end

t := (null, null); VM

U {t};

begin
E := E U ((r, T(ITI)), t); W((r, T(IT[)), t) := 0;
end

(solve the shortest path problem on the constructed graph GM)
- find a shortest path from s to t in the form ( s, ql, q2 ,. --, qm, t).
for i := 1 to m do

begin
y := RA_of(ql);
z := zy; (concatenate z, y)
end
return z;
end

Figure 6: Pseudo-code for Algorithm M .

APPENDIX
A.

:= VM

for r := A(T(ITI), 1) to A(T(ITI), IA(T(1))I) do

ALGORITHMS M AND E

Algorithm M (see pseudo-code in Figure 6) takes a registration id ro and a trajectory T. It also uses the availability vector
A of every region the trajectory T. With the aid of A, M constmcts a weighted graph GM of alternative registration sequences
and finds a shortest path in GM, thus finding an optimal registration
sequence.
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All-Paths(graph G/t, region go, integer d, set Po, path p)
returns set P
begin
foreach outgoing edge ei = (go, gi ) at vertex go in G /t do
begin
P:--Pgl; (concatenate p and gl)
if(d = 1) then P := Po U {p};
else P := All-Paths(G/t, gi, d - 1, P, p) endif;
end

return P;
end

Algorithm E(RA to, Region g, integer d)
begin
(assume the knowledge of the random-walk model
graph G/t of the mobile unit)

integer opt; set Paths;real 7~;

Paths := All-Paths(G/t, g, ro, d, 0, e);
for each path Ti E Paths do

begin
opt := lM*(ro,Ti)l;
for each rj E A(go) do

begin
if (rj ~ to) then •
if(opt = 1 + IM (rj,Zi)l)
then 7 ~ := 7 ~ + Prob(Ti);
else
T~r, := 7~i q- Prob(Ti);
endif
end
end

select next R A r := argmaxrj (T¢~), rj E A(go)
end

Figure 7: Pseudo-code for Algorithms E and All-Paths.

Algorithm E (see pseudo-code in Figure 7) takes a initial registration id to, a current region g and a search depth value d. It assumes the knowledge of the random walk model, which is viewed
as a digraph GM in which every vertex is a region and every directed edge is a transition from a state to another state. Edges are
weighted, denoting probability of transition, and the sum of the
weights of all outgoing edges of a vertex is exactly 1. With the
aid of GM, algorithm E finds all possible trajectories of length d
that start at to.
The algorithm All-Paths(Gmgo,d,O,e) in Figure 7, where 0 is the
empty set and e is the empty string, is a recursive algorithm that
does a depth-first search and returns a set of all paths of length d
starting at go.
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